
In 2018, when we decided that we shall 
invest into few Markets in Africa more 
importantly in some good stocks in those 
markets, I would say it was a maverick 
decision. We decided to allocate 15% of 
our portfolio in Kenya, Tanzania and 
Egypt which we assessed as slightly 
better markets in terms of doing 
business.

Our Experience for the last 
three years shows that we are  
grossly over ambitious(and saved 
by our super performance in 
balance  85% portfolio in USA/
India). Factors responsible: 

• Econonomic and political
instability- acute policy issue

• Flight of capital,
• Currency Revaluation threat
• Almost negligible liquidity 

in Capital markets
• Exit route not clear
• High Transaction cost

Another important realisation is that in
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extraordinary challenging times, the  
developed markets will give a super   

normal  return while African Markets will
give a below par return. Secondly, once 
you are in African market it is completely a 
dividend play, while in developed markets 
some of the highly valued companies does 
not pay dividend at all. Third, your time 
frame for capital return  is  7-12 years 
really long term (at least 2 trade cycles) so 
you have to be happy with dividend return 
(net of currency fluctuations) of 6%-12% 
p.a

Thus, entry price is the most  important 
to create a waiting buffer. Otherwise I 
have seen many Sovereign Funds get 
frustrated in 5 years and exit market at a 
very huge loss;(emerging markets of 
eastern Europe, India, Brazil, China 
provides lucrative return in 2-3 years)

We followed our guru Warren Buffet's 
philosophy that you should invest  in a 
stock when nobody is investing - this was 
the spirit of entering Africa - promising 
country, best stock, at great price.
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In agriculture trade, China agreed to 
reduce non-tariff barriers that inhibit 
U.S. exports of beef, poultry, dairy, 
and other agricultural products. One 
example is sanitary and phyto sanitary 
measures. While these regulations 
intend to protect consumers from 
diseases and contaminants in food, 
they are akin to trade barriers if they 
are too restrictive. Farmers and 
Agriculture Sector will be benefited

. 

into normal life.  In our corona virussometimes it is working and most of the times 

...And We are right atleast in few stocks  
and I will share the story of one such 
great Stock :  CRDB Bank in Tanzania 
(Our Diamond rating  4 cut Diamond)

CRDB is the largest private sector Bank 
in Tanzania with a $ 3.5 billion Assets. 
Due to political and economic set backs, 
the bank faced high NPL (as high as 
13.9%) in 2016 and the share price 
plummeted from TZS 365 to TZS 95. We 
entered with a tracking position at TZS 
180 in mid 2018 and when everybody 
dumping the share in 2019 and  2020 we 
accumulated and made our average at 
TZS 115. Currently the Share sporting a 
market price of  TZS 285. Our capital 
Gain is at 248% and is still counting.

Thus it is a classical investment story 
of Benjamin Graham Style. 
Why we invested in CRDB Bank?

• Only Systematically important
bank in private sector with diverse
portfolio - helps in times of shock

• Gross Margin so strong and
stable only problem was NPL
(Which every investors missed)

in developed market. 2

Thus, the price attraction in 2019/20 
for all traditional price metrics are 
heavily attractive. But why most 
professional investors shunned the 
stock, they heavily discounted the 
management change. But I personally 
met the management/Board and 
found their focus are very strong for 
turnaround.

Now CRDB is still a BUY (it is 
below TZS 300) at the current 
Dividend rate of TZS 22/Share it 
implies 7.33% pa at least if the 
results maintained.  Our Valuation 
for 2022E is as under (Based upon 
same growth profile of 2020) 

•

•

Only Bank who never posted a loss 
since 1998 and paying dividend 
regularly
Relative smooth transition in the 
Top Executive management of the 
Bank in 2018/19 reflected in results

• Digitally savvy modern commercial
• Governance focus and transparent

reporting and Moody Rating
• Relatively Active counter in DSE
• Great Price metrics :

In East Africa, P/E range is 4-12; P/BV is 
0.75 to 2 times  and P/Rev 1.5-3 times

We project the market value of CRDB 
shares would be in the range of  TZS 
400 to 600 in the next 2 years

Tailwinds :
• Favorable political atmosphere 

may improve business environ
• New CEO is an experienced hand 

with a vision and energy, with an 
blended matching management 
team ready to takeoff

Headwinds :
There has been  restructuring of 
Accounts related to COVID. This is 
the most important challenges that 
CRDB may face in the next 2 years.

Thus, buying at right price is very 
critical as per the philosophy of 
Benjamin Graham. Even with 2-3 
stocks performing, Africa portfolio is 
at profit but its a long term game.  
Watching quarter to quarter results 
and scuttlebutt including meeting 
Management is the ritual to follow. 

Happy Investing with us in Africa

Saugata
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Be a millionaire Start Surrogate Investment  ? 

World First digital surrogate 
investor platform is now ready and for 
the first 6 months registration is FREE

Surrogate Investment refers to getting the 
benefits of Investment in stock like a 
professional without the pain of  tracking the 
stock, studying the market trend andthe 
time it takes to do the same. REAL TIME

Why it is a success:
• Skin in the game: the fund managers

picked up these shares and invested in
themselves  basis proprietary Research

• Time to market :They are keeping daily
watch on the stock/market behaviour and
that of the global trend

• Regular Profit booking : They make
profit and you make too in the short run

• Professional Expertise &
Performance Track: Fund managers
are super Qualified Professional
Experts with their Return CAGR varies
between 35%- 48% over last 10 years

What you have to do ?
• Have your trading account for full

control of your money
• Act fast when Buy and Sell advice is

given and make Huge Profit
• Only pay Back if you made money

Success returns :
Surrogate Investors are making
100%+ to 450% annualised
return from each trade

 This is an interesting chart  which 
captures the world average tax rate 
and the tax regime in various 
countries.

Most of the countries are at wrong 
side of the tax regime.  The highest 
stimulus package came out from 
USA and  the new Government is 
already planing to hike to tax rates 
again.  

We expect that most of the affected 
countries like India, Brazil etc may 
adopt higher taxation as a means of 
garnering resources to come out of 
the post pandemic economy. This 
may increase the global average tax 
and may work as dampner for the 
corporates.

Saugata
Stamp



VaLue inVesting
Debashish Neogi

on 12th ,everyday till 27th March  (14 
days self quarantine period ) I used to 
get 2 automated calls from the local 
authorities checking whether I am ok or 
not and if not ok what I am supposed to 
do .It didn’t end here ,police officer and 
a person from municipality came to 
check whether I am doing fine or not .I 
was stamped on my hand (like voter 
mark) so that other people are aware I 
am on home quarantine . 

Overall there has been few goof ups like 
migrant workers stranded etc but 
overall , India with limited resources till 
now have managed very well . 

India avoided lakhs of potential deaths 
in its collective fight. India's death rate 
per million is currently 1.4 compared to 
the global average at 35 & the US at 
228 as I write this article . We've also 
bought time to enhance medical 
infrastructure. 

Now its time ,we have to open the 
economy –We have to make a choice 
between “way of living now “ and 
“life” –a difficult  choice but we cannot 
keep the country under lockdown for 
long .

“When Market is at all
time high you will be 
getting conflicting  
information,so It is better 
to remember than 'time 
in the market' is very 
important strategy, with 
adequate cash holding ”  

super profit investment to a loss 
trade. So always be happy with 
whatever profits you make and 
know when to sell .  

*Know when to jump out*

Another interesting extract from one 
of my favorite all time favorite 
writer, Morgan Housel  

Many investors have little tolerance 
for a bad year or a stretch of under 
performance. They think it’s noble. 
“I demand excellence,” they’ll say. 
But it’s just unrealistic. The huge 
majority of them won’t survive. 
Compounding is fueled by 
endurance, so sitting through market 
insanity is not a defect; it’s 
accepting an optimal level of hassle.

So what you do in this type of 
conflicting messages. I  believe and 
keep on saying that no one can 
perfect “timing in the market” and 
hence “time in the market ‘(how 
long you are invested) is more 
important .

Off course market is over valued 
and anyone investing fresh money 
should be careful in investing .What 
I am doing is I am sitting on a cash 
of around 15% so that I can deploy 
when the market significantly 
corrects and if not anyway I am 
invest 85% and its doing perfectly 
fine .
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neficiary of this. Added to this is 
China +1 strategy which will 
only add to India’s benefit .  

If you are a fundamental investor, 
please allocate some money to the 
below themes for a long period of 
time –BUT invest .

Play your own Game or Else .... (Surrogate Investor)
which is derived from what value 
someone else will pay for it in a 
transaction. For example, a painting or 
a flower vase has no intrinsic value, 
but it has a transaction value based on 
what another person is willing to pay 
for it.

Recently I got an anonymous whatsapp 
forward -

Put a frog into a vessel fill with water 
and start heating the water. As the 
temperature of the water begins to rise, 
the frog adjust its body temperature 
accordingly. The frog keeps adjusting 
its body temperature with the 
increasing temperature of the water. 
Just when the water is about to reach 
boiling point, the frog cannot adjust 
anymore. At this point the frog decides 
to jump out. The frog tries to jump but 
it is unable to do so because it has lost 
all its strength in adjusting with the 
rising water temperature. Very soon 
the frog dies.

“What killed the frog?Think about 
it.......* 

I know many of us will say the boiling 
water. But the truth about what killed 
the frog was its own inability to decide 
when to jump out....

We all need to know when to sell and 
when to book our profits .If you wait 
till the market peaks and then you 
will never sell and end up from a 

*Know when to jump out*

Another interesting extract from one of 
my favorite all time favorite 
writer ,Morgan Housel  

Many investors have little tolerance for 
a bad year or a stretch of 
underperformance. They think it’s 
noble. “I demand excellence,” they’ll 
say. But it’s just unrealistic. The huge 
majority of them won’t survive. 
Compounding is fueled by endurance, 
so sitting through market insanity is not 
a defect; it’s accepting an optimal level 
of hassle.

 In last couple of months,  as usual I read 
many articles and they definitely  gives 
conflicting messages. In todays world 
information is enormous – infact we are 
overloaded with it. Our successes 
depends on how we process, synthesis 
and convert these information into 
insights . 

Abhishek Basu Mallick of intelsense.in 
have written a nice article in an eye 
catching headline “Don’t waste your 
time on PE” an extract of the article is 
below . 

There is a raging debate these days on 
the PE ratio. This debate is not new. It 
keeps cropping up typically when markets 
have been running at a high PE for a few 
years.

My thoughts on the PE debate is that it is 
a waste of time.

First, let’s put an objective and 
quantitative hat and attack this problem. 
What is high PE? Is 15 high? Is 25 high? 
Is 50 high? Or is 100 high? No one 
answers this question. We cannot have a 
debate where what one is debating on is 
a vague notion. 

Second, let’s look at what PE is. In 
absolutely layman terms, PE is the 
multiple of earnings one pays to buy a 
stock. Every asset value can be broken up 
into two parts – i) intrinsic value, which 
is derived from its tentative future 
cashflows and ii) transaction value,  

Some of this money has found its way 
into stock markets all around the world, 
including India, driving stock prices way 
beyond what the earnings of companies 
justify. The foreign institutional investors 
invested a whopping $37.03 billion in 
Indian stocks in 2020-21, the highest they 
have ever invested. The next best being 
$25.83 billion in 2012-13.

This sent stock prices soaring with the 
Sensex, India’s most famous stock 
market index, gaining 68% in 2020-21. In 
fact,  the market capitalisation of all BSE 
listed stocks (not just the 30 Sensex 
stocks) went up by Rs 90.82 lakh crore in 
2020-21.

The poor do not buy stocks, the rich 
do. The rally in the stock market has 
benefited them tremendously, making 
them richer. 
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See what they have to say about valuation :

• India is on track to export 6 million tons
( under export subsidy program)
• Raw sugar futures reached a 4 year high
• Crisil Research estimates that Rs 3,500 crore
export subsidy, stable domestic demand, and a
higher diversion and rising prices of ethanol
could:

o Increase profit margins to 10.5%-11.5%
Further to 12.5% for integrated sugar mills 
because of rising ethanol prices 
o Rising sugar prices also makes exports viable

at lower subsidy from the government

o Crisil expects the companies in the sector to
have better financial derived from better profit
margins, lower working capital requirement as
inventory level declines

We expect sugar to see rerating potential 
based on ethanol push and deleveraging. 
Needless to say the multibagger share we are 
recommending will be available online in our 
in house advisory surrogate portal . 

Happy Investing ! 

Now look  below two slides from a recent 
Motilal Oswal presentation about India’s  
potential :

So everyone has their part of the story including me .So 
what game you should play ? I suggest play your own 
game. If you cannot play your own game then rely on 
professional advisory  like surrogate investor.

We normally do not invest in commodity sector but for 
first time we are doing so as we are not seeing it as 
commodity but a structural India story and we have 
identified a player in it .

Look at our rational :
• Biggest push comes from the government to allow
Ethanol blending with auto fuels  Sugar producers have
committed Ethenol to oil retailers for the coming year;
increasing average blending to 8.3%-8.5%
• India now targets 20% by 2025 that would eliminate
yearly surplus of sugar
• International Sugar price is rising as Brazil output is
expected to soften due to drought conditions and also in
Thailand because of bad monsoon.
• Sugar prices have risen and are expected to remain high.
This means domestic sugar sales may give good margins
• Export demand is rising . China's import of sugar has
risen  There is expectations of global sugar deficits  export
subsidy program)

Saugata
Highlight



DIGITIANS are those who born in or after the 
year 2000 and will be a dominant force through 
2075. They are completely different in usage of 
their left brain and motor nerves. They are 
different from the Millennials in behaviour, 
thinking and action.

The world is changing superfast – media, 

 How to inVest in 
Digitian capitaL 

Presently DIGITIAN  is raising money from Equity Investor in various classes 
(A, B and C) depending upon investment amount. This is a Unique opportunity to 
select a Zero Tax destination to Invest money especially for Diasporas. If you 
need to know about Investment opportunities, Please write to us for more details 
at info@mydigitian.com

  Unique Access to Frontier & 
Emerging Markets

  Value Stock Pick 
  Online Investment Platform

  Cheaper Cost
  Multi-bagger return
  Open & Transparent Upside 

Sharing

DiscLaimer

info@mydigitian.com 

Standard Chartered Tower 

Level 5  Emaar Square 

Down Town, Burj Khalifa 

PO Box : 35482 

Dubai UAE

Visit our website :

• Market Vision

Indian Budget 2020 special

• WORLD 2020 and
INDIA 2020 (Click here)

We are looking for Virtual 
Analyst. 

Apply at  
Career@mydigitian.com

mydigitian.com

Contacts us :

DIGITIAN Capital is the trade mark of the DIGITIAN Investment Inc, A RAK ICC Company7

communications, banking, currencies, education, 
retail channels, health & medicines, travel and tourism, consulting, 
manufacturing, agriculture, – every sectors facing disruptive innovations; 
Nano technology, internet of things, artificial intelligence and robotics will 
be overwhelmingly embedded. In this age, model disruption, extinction, 
miniaturisation, real time delivery, speed and virtualisation are neo normals.

We make you ready for them

Disclaimer: This communication is issued by DIGITIAN Investment Inc (DIgitian Capital) on a strictly confidential basis. Digitian Capital is not a regulated entity. This document must not be regarded 
as independent research and has been prepared by Digitian Capital for information purposes only. Digitian Capital and its directors, employees, agents and consultants shall have no liability for any 
statements, opinions, information or matters arising out of, contained in or derived from, or any omissions from, this information package. All recipients of this information should make their own 
independent evaluations, should conduct their own investigation and analysis and should check the accuracy, reliability and completeness of the information. Investments discussed in this publication 
may not be suitable for all investors. Advice should be sought from a professional and authorized financial adviser regarding any investment products discussed in this publication before investments 
are made. Where this information package summarizes the provisions of any other documents, that summary should not be relied upon and the relevant documentation must be referred to for its 
full effect. This document is not directed to, nor intended for distribution or use by, any person or entity in any jurisdiction or country where the publication or availability of this document or such 
distribution or use would be contrary to local law or regulation, including the USA.  The  News letter is published  from  RAK, UAE

http://www.mydigitian.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/Newsletter-Dec-19-compressed.pdf
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